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Abstract, The vertical position is stable for a reversed com- 
pound pendulum provided its suspension. is slLbr.br.litted to properly 
changing vibrations which can have periodic or weak almost 
periodic character. An abstract mathematical model describing 
phenomena of this kind by means of differential equaticns with 
weak almost periodic terms (wap functions) is considered; 
The results are of the homogenization type in the sense that 
the solutions of some nonautononos2i systems of differential 
equations converge to the solutions of the homogenized autono- 
mous (with respect to periofiic variable) systc~s . The abstract 
general theorem is specified in soI71e particular cases cvld some 
physical interpretation is given. 
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INmDUCTION 
It is well known (Crux, 1972) that the 
movement of the reversed compound pendulum 
with vibrating suspension forms a good mod- 
el for nany plane devices. Supposing t:-xat 
the oscillations of the suspension are 
given by a function y(t), the motion of 
such a pendulum may be described (see fig- 
-) by the following differential equation 
6 = mL-'(g - ;;(t))sin 8 . (I) 
Y 8 m 
L -kf-- y(t) X 
In the case where the oscillations are pe- 
riodic and change properly it llay be shown 
(Kapica, 1351; Lojasiewicz, 1955) that the 
vertical position, 8 = 0, is stable. 
Since in practice the oscillations are non- 
periodic in general (they are often genera- 
ted by more than one device. SOI?B of the 
oscillations vanishing at infinity, or else 
the generating devices are not precise and 
so on) it seems natural to consider a 
larger class of oscillations. Hence the aim 
of our study is to dota& a mathematical 
model of the reversed compound pendulum in 
the case of weak almost periodic oscilla- 
tions of it.5 suspension. 
bie get theorems concerning the honogeniza- 
tion of differential equations of a class 
more Kenera than (1). These theorems can 
be used to obtain, for example, the fol- 
lowinz conclusions. 
prooositionl (convergence) Suppose the 
oscillations in (1) are of the form 
y(t) =$y(wt) * (2) 
srherey is a weak almost periodic function 
of class .zz with uniformly continuous deri- 
vative on H. kssune that ~+@~and A.(w) is 
a sequence of positive numbers such that 
A(w)+ 0 and 
&[y(a + 44) - y(a)l*O (3) 
as W+W, uniformly with respect to ab R. 
Then the solutions &of (1) satisfying the 
conditions 
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%ho) = 8, , & CetJt, + h(w)) 
- q&)] = ug -- (4) 
(t is a fixed point of R) are convergent 
un?forxnly on bounded intervals of R to the 
solution 8 of the homogenized autonomous 
equation 
6 = L-'mg sin 8 - (R&-')~ MI+26 (5) 
satisfying the initial conditions 
e(t,) = 8, , i(t,) = u. . 
(MC-] being the mean value, see Prelimina- 
ries). 
It is worth noticing that the existence of 
a seouence a(w) as in Proposition 1 fOll0ws 
from'the assumption that yis weak almost 
periodic. The condition (3) is satisfied, 
for example, by any seo.uenceA(w) such that 
X(o)4 @*w%(w) 40 . In particular, in the 
case wherey, is a 
p" 
riodic function of period 
k the condition (3 is already satisfied by 
k(w) = k/w. 
Assuming Lg C mF1C~~(the stability condi- 
tion for (5)). ue get 
FrD 2.(stability) Given E>O, T70, 
%k?%%(~'~,GW~ ~~hs;~ti',;s' :dGL 
hl,i< 6 ,u3>3, w of 
(1) (with y given by (2)) satisfying (4) the 
estimation l@,(t)1 ( E , tLCto,to + 1’1 
holds. 
in example ofy as above is 
,y(t) = t,wai sin dit +wa,b(t) , ai,+(R, 
where the functions b and b possess finite 
li,+lits at 0 . In this case if 
then 8 p 0 is a stzble solution of the limit 
equation 
; = L-?ng sin e 
- hld2 .g4 (2 Ci12 sir-i% (5') 
Setting &. = 1 , b E 0 we get the equation 
considered by Kapica. 
FRRLIUNARIES 
Eberleir, (1949) has introduced a class of 
weak almost periodic (wap) functions. *it 
is important for us is that such a wap func- 
tion possesses the mean value. Now we give 
some definitions and s*tatements we shall use 
later. ' 
Bn0t.a by Cd = C(R,Rd) the linear space Of 
all continuous and bounded functions x de- 
fined on real line R and with values in Rd 
edowed with the nomHxU = sup{lx(t)l 8 teR) 
where 1. 1 is a nom inRd. The symbol 14 I 
is also used for a matrix. 
Given sER we define the translation xs of 
XE Cd by the formula x,(t) = x(t + 5) . 
Definition@berlein) A function XP Cd is 
called wap function iff the set of all its 
translations {x, : sa R) is relatively cam- 
pact in the weak topology of the Panach 
space c d. The class of all wap functions is 
denoted by (VAP)d . 
It is 
(WAp)d 
well known (Eberlein) that the class 
contains, in particular, the almost 
periodic functions, the positively defined 
functions, the continuous functions vanishing 
at infinity, ths convolutions feg, where 
frLp, geLq, p>l,l+:! =I . 
P q 
Prooosition J.(Eberlei13~~ The set (WAP)d is 
a closed S&algebra of v 
1qJing properties. 
having the fol- 
If xE (;rAp)d , then 
~DxE(%P)~ provided h: lid- ,Rk is 
continuous, 
xs Q (W)d for seR , 
x is uniformly continuous on R, 
there exists the mean value of x;$.e. 
x(s) ds , 
' 
moreover, the convergence is uniform 
with respect to a and the limit does 
not depend on a. 
As usual if A is a matrix of wap functions, 
Cohen K[A] denotes the matrix obtained by 
applying ;: to each colu-m of A. 
Lenlmaq. Suppose that the smpping 
F: R*J2,Rd .wherefi is an open set in Rk, 
is such that F(*,z)E(WAP)~ for every za8, 
Then the following implications hold. 
o If the map z + F(*,e) is continuous, 
then the convergence of 
$ Ja+T e(s,z) ds to M[F(*,z)] (as T-j-) 
is Giform with respect to a( R and zEX, 
where K is a compact contained ina . 
Moreover, the map z+PI@(*,z)] is con- 
tinuous. 
2'If there exists 
% 
$s,z) which is contin- 
uous in z uniformly >:ith respect to 8, 
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then $&(*,z)E (iiAP)d for every a~&. 
_- 
Lemma e. Let Grz R'R" be measurable 
functions such that IG’(s)t (m(s), where m 
is a locally summable function on R. Then 
the following two conditions are equivalent. 
for every h>O and a&R 
4' There exists a sequence i(r), n(c)> 0, 
h($)+O, asr+O, such that 
Gc(s) ds-_*O , as*+0 , 
uniformly in a on the compact sets in R. 
We consider a sequence of the boundary val- 
ue problems 
. . 
x = f'f(t,x,%) + &t.x) 05) 
x(t,) = x0 , x(to+ XZ)) - x(t,) 
= A(<)u, (7) 
and a sequence of the initial value problems 
-. 
x = MCf~(t,x,; + i%.*,x)) 
(6’) 
x(t,) = x0 , ato1 = u. , (7’) 
where tei%f-‘I, toEC*,?),~>OO, f-+0, 
ug CR” + xoe bzs ?J, Tai*bJ . G&,X) = J op%,wd da , 
6 t,S,X) = $7t*s,x) - !&'ct,*,x,J . 
For the functions which appeared above we 
admit the following assumptions. SUppOse 
the functions feg D, + Rn , yc: D~I Fn * 
where D = COC,@ *A* I? , Do = t”,pJ *RxA, 
satisfy I. he conditions: 
(I) f%,X.U) , Y. > 0, is a fatily of 
equicontinuous functions, 
(ii) For every r> 0 there exists M(r)> 0 
such that for every 22 0 , t+SCd,gJ , 
x.y~A,lul% r , Jvl6 r we have 
If2(t,x,u) - f'(t,y,v)l 4 N(r)(lx-y\+lu-vl) 
1 fl(t,x,u)i 4 N(r) t 
(j) For everyr>O, teCP(,@ , x~bthe 
,x) are locally swumable 
(jj) There exist locally summable functions 
8: R-bf0.m) such that 
- f'(Z,s.y)l C n”(s)(lt-fl+lx-yl) 
tk) 
w 
There exist matrices of partial dari- 
dQf $rnV vatives $= (&) , bx = ($) , ad 
There exists-a constant m2) 0 such that 
for every t,teCd./33 , x,y~ D and Z 
we have 
Futher we assume that for every 
x&A, aER, h)Owe have 
tGd,jrJ, 
(1) P"(t,*,x) 6 (HAP)” , 
0-u ;s 8 Ja+htit.s.x) ds 
- &yt,* ,x)3 = 0 ( 
(111) ;$ $ la ,s,x)$&,s,x) ds a , 
- Mg~t,* .X)&*.X)] = 0 , 
(Iv) 2% F, ,I+’ f'tit,x,y * P&,x)) ds 
- M[fZ(t,x,y f g’(t,* ,x))] = 0 . 
Finally let h(f) in (7) be a sequence such 
that L(V)> 0 ,A(?)--_) 0 , as e+O , and 
uniformly in a on the compact sets in R 
Such a sequence k(V) exists by Lemma 2 
owing to the assumption (11). 
Revark 4, From (WC) and (1) using Lemmal 
we see that 
gL ,x1 E (WAP)” , g&p) E twhPf 
for every tCCd,p’J , XC A,v, &Ioreover, (k) 
(kk), (1) imply tImit 
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satisfy the inequalities as in (k) and the 
Lipschitz conditions as in (kk) with tt?e 
same constants m, and .?1;! , respectively. 
Remar!c 2. Using (k), (WC) and (1) we ob- 
tain 
,s,x) ds 
,*,x)1 = 0 
for every aER, h)O, td+J, x&d. 
&F 
Owing to the Lipschitz conditions 
ii), (k':) we find that the convergence in 
(1) - (vl) is uniform with respect to t Q 
b.p‘J. xeb, and y belonging to a compact 
set in Rn . 
satisfy the assumptions 
Assume f'are solutions of problems (6'). 
(7') defined on the whole interval rti,aJ, 
such that n%(t)EK , J’?‘(t)l 4 r, for everyZ 
and tEfd,pJ , where I: is a compact in &Rn, 
x,GXCint4, and r, is a positive constant. 
Then there is To such that for every rg 2, 
there exists a solution xr of problem (6), 
(7) defined on the whole r"',aJ . Loreover, 
xZ(t> - z;;r(t)‘o * (8) 
t+A(t) 
d’(t) = & t J r ;cV(s)-V(s)Jds-+O, (9) 
as t'+O, and the convergence is uniform 
on coc.pJ ( for tg@-iS@),j3J we admit 
d%(t) = d*@-2&f))). 
The proof of Theorem 4 being long will be 
published elsewhere. It may be split in 
three parts. In the first part concerning 
the existence of the solutions of problem 
(6,). (7) we use the Brower fixed point theo- 
rem. In the second oart the estimations i 
priori for ?Yr and x' are obtained. These 
estimations are used in the third part of 
the proof. This part concerning the con- 
vergence of solutions and their derivatives 
goes by compactness methods. 
PARTICULAR CASES 
OF THE lUIx' RESULT 
First we consider the case where 
yet, s.x) = ‘; y(t*;,x) ) i2it.x.~) 
7> 0. So we deal with the sequence of prob- 
= r(t,x.t) 
lems 
z = f(t,x,;c) + 3 y(t*~,x) (10) 
x(t,) =o , x(t,+ h(V)) - x(t,) = h(z)u,(?l) 
and the homogenized problem 
;; = M[f(t,x,G +&,x))] 
(42) 
x(t,) = x0 , a,) = u. . (13) 
where teClc.PJ. to&,/% xoc A, u,df . 
‘de admit the following assumptions: 
The map f: D,+R" is continuous and satis- 
fies the condition (ii), 
The map t I$dR” satisfies (j), (jj) with 
a locally summable function nr R-_*CO,m) . 
The function P(t,s,x> = 
IT 
s (t ,o~,x) do, 
satisfies the conditions (g). (kk) and (1) . 
For the function i(t,s,x> = g(t,s,X) 
- I@(t,r,x)] we define a sequence h(V) in 
such a way that k(f)> 0 ,x(t)+0 asC+O 
and 
s 
+ h(tl * 
z $(t.s,x) ds = 0 
* 
uniformly in a, fYOr every tE:P,@ , XQCL. 
Th.eorem 2. Suppose the above assumptions 
are satisfied. Let? : [et,e]*K be the SO- 
lution of the Cauchy problem (12). (43). 
where K is a compact, KCintA. 
Then for c sufficiently sAmall there exist 
solutions xc t [a,@+ Rn of problems (IO), 
(II) and 
xT(t)‘%t) . 
d’(t) = A~ 
t+ a(+%) 
J ;(‘(s) ds &(t> t 
uniformly on Coc.fl , asV--_)O . 
Proof. From assumptions of Theorem 2 it fol- 
lows that 
fZ , f', **", where $?(t,s,x) = g(t.$,x) , 
satisfy the assumptions (i) - (1) of Theorem 
1 with the functions 
nc(s) =; n(i) . 
my the assumptions (1). (kk) and Lemma 1, 
we have g_(t,-,x)E (WAP) 
n?- 
for every trF,pJ 
x EA. From the continuity of f, by Prop* 
sitionl , we get 
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a&(t,. ,x) 3 (t*-,x) 6 own * 
f(t,x,y +P(t,* tx)) E (Wn ’ 
Using Proposition 2 we can easily verify 
that the conditions (11). (ill), (Iv) are 
satisfied and 
&(t,x,, t $'(t,* ,x))]= M&f(t,x.y+h .x) 
so the systems (6') are of the form (12) 
for every f . For example we verify the con- 
dition (11) : 
$P 
+h 
)'(t,s,x) ds = 1 
a B 
thf( s t,+x) ds 
a 
(owing to %oposition 2 the convergence is 
uniform in a). 
Finally, the condition (v) is an immediate 
co sequence 
8 
of (v') and of the definition of 
. Thus the assertion of Theorem 2 follows 
from Theorem 9. 
where b is a function of class C2 and p is 
locally summable. Suppose that 
P(t) = a wap function. 
Then the equations (IO), (12) are of the 
form 
;; = f(t,x) + 3 p(;)b(x) (IO’) 
.* 
x = f(t,x) - M&b(x)b'(x) . (427 
where s(t) = P(t) - MpJ , and for these 
equations the assertion of Theorem 2 holds. 
&mark 4. In order to obtain Proposition 1 
concerning the reversed pendulum equation(l) 
it suffices to set in Corollaxyl : 
f(t.x) = mgL“ sinx , b(x) = mL-'sin x , 
p(s) =$s) ) x = 8 ) 2=;. 
_&mark 5. In the case where f(t,x) = 0 , 
%i In tiiis case the equations (10'),(12') 
= x Corollary 4 concerns the hill equa- 
take*the form 
; = f p($) (IO") 
.* x=- MCti x . (12") 
Now we notice that The'orgme I of Lojasiewicz 
(1955) stated for periodic functions is con- 
tained in our Theoremd. !rle have namely 
Theorem 'j If fZand y'in problems (b).(7) 
satisfy tie assumptlfons (i), (ii), (j), (jj) 
and the function 7 is periodic of period 2 
and 
ds=O, 
then the prim.itive"functions srfulfil the 
conditions (k) - (v) with appropriatelly 
defined constants and L(Y) = < . Thus the 
assertion of Theorem1 is also valid in this 
case. 
A PEXCAL INlEWRFiTAlTON 
Let us consider systems 
E = f(t,x) + Ip7it,t.x) (IhI 
; = f(t,x) -ntax t,.,x)Q?t,* .x)J s 7 (15) 
and assume that the field of forces ‘p 7iS 
potential ; i. e. there exists a real func- 
T 
tion V,'such that s7= 2 . 
al?fi~ zdn the forces I'I[aj; Z]are also potential 
N[$$'- = r?!j' , where Vz = 1 M(&"] , 
provided VT is of the Class C2 and 
with n2 summable 
Suppose that for systems (14),(15) the as- 
sumptions of Theorem1 are satisfied with 
(Ill) replaced by a stronger condition 
liml 
a+h 
J 1 z+ob a 1 ~t,w,x)12dw- >&t,~ .x)1’J = 0 
Fixing to, x0 we calculate the mean kinetic 
energy of the solution x' of (14) satisfying 
the condition x2(to) = x0 .Since 
ST(t) = 9(t,> t 
I 
t 
t rf( s,x%)) 
' t y'(s,s,x'(s))] ds 
s ;'(to) + ~~(to.t.xo) - Pz(to,to*xo) 
for tE[to,to + A(2)] , we have 
I 
to +n(sl 




cat,) + f%,,s,x,) 
- ho.to,*o~2 ds .
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setting v. = ;“(t,) we find that for 
this energy attains Its minimum and 
t +w-) 1 
a = I& Jto $ (to,s*xo> ds 
0 
“, ‘J = v2 (t,,xJ 
(provided h(Z) is such that both the condi- 
tion (v) and analogous condition for 
l&t ,*,x)1 are satisfied). 
Hence, we see that in the case where Theorem 
holds for ( 4),( 5), the system ( 4) tends 
to rtd.iz8 the minimum of ita kinetic energy* 
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